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RULES for entering the technological sites OSK

A person entering the technological site (except for 

technological rooms MSC and MTS BA1 /”Tech Park”/, 

Kopčianska 92/C, Bratislava) is obliged to follow this 

instructions:

Every person (or the appointed supervisor in case of a 

group of people) entering the technological site is obliged 
to familiarize with the current situation on the technological 

site in advance in the following way:

– OSK SIM card owner will send a free* SMS message 
with a technological site code (in the form of “4 digits 

and a region code”), space, fi rst and last name, space, 

the company name (e.g.: 0123BR Peter Novak Orange) 

to the abbreviated phone number 2697 (digits 2697 

correspond to letters BOZP on the phone keypad). 

Owners of SIM cards of other mobile network 
operators will send the SMS message to 0905112697. 

For technical reasons, they will receive the reply SMS 

message from 2697 (SMS will be charged according to 

the valid price list of other mobile network operators. 

OSK has no impact on their charges).

 Attention – The technological site code is always six-

digit (including zeros) and without space, region code 

Bratislava – BR, Banská Bystrica – BB, Košice – KO.

 The person entering the technological site will immediately 

receive SMS message with information about current 

security situation on the technological site. 

– When entering the technological site on consecutive 

days, the person send SMS message prior to the fi rst 

entry to the technological site. On following days it is 

assumed that he knows current situation.

If entering person fi nds out that the situation on the 
technological site has changed (in comparison with 

information stated in SMS received before entering the site), 

he is obliged to send the details about current situation 
on bozp@orange.sk (technological site code, current 

situation, photos if possible). 

This obligation is related to the changed situation (in 

comparison with SMS message received – e.g. dangers 

related to OHS not mentioned in SMS) or to any other 

situation (e.g. a new situation after fi nishing the work, new 

potentially hazardous situation – e.g. after a check of the 

technical condition of the equipment, missing security etc.).

The person is allowed to conduct only no life and health 

threatening activities. If an imminent danger occurs, the 

person is obliged to stop the work, leave the place, go 

to safe place, report the situation to the surveillance 

centre E/// and send the details about current situation on 

bozp@orange.sk.

*When sending SMS message to abbreviated phone 

number, some mobile phones are preset for sending the 

notifi cation that this type of SMS message is charged. 

This does not apply to OSK SIM cards when sending SMS 

message to abbreviated phone number 2697 as well as 

0905112697, this SMS message is free of charge.


